ARCHIVES OF DR. TSIANG TINGFU

Daily Reminder
Manuscripts: Memoirs, Articles,…
Miscellanea
English Correspondence, A-K (Box 3), L- (Box4)
Chinese Correspondence and will (copy), etc.
Addresses
Memorandum
Statements
Addresses, Articles,…by others
Works and Articles by Dr. Tsiang Tingfu, or related to him
English Pamphlets
Newspaper Clippings
Audio-Visual Materials, etc.
Dr. Tsiang’s Cable, 1948-1957 (Box 10), 1958-1961 (Box 11), 1962-1969 (Box 12)
Materials on Various Subjects
United Nations and United States Government Documents, China Foundation for the Promotion of Education and Culture Documents, Correspondence from Columbia University related to “Chinese Oral History Collection”
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